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Motivation
Why we needed to improve the User Experience for Rucio.

Enormous Namespace
A large namespace with multiple scopes, datasets, and files is difficult to
browse through just CLI operations.

Critical Operations
Arise a need for better RSE and Server management

Transfer Monitoring
Big size file transfers through 'rules' needs a robust notification system.



FUSE-POSIX
Developed by Gabriele Gaetano
Fronze. A POSIX mountable module
for browsing Rucio's scoped
namespace.

Rucio Notifier
A lightweight system-tray notification
utility for monitoring rule transfers.

Rucio Desktop
Native GUI Desktop client for Rucio
incl. support for FUSE-POSIX for
improved namespace browsing.

Introducing 

Three new products in the
Rucio ecosystem



Rucio Notifier
Monitor and get notified about all
your transfers right from your
system tray.

Supports: Debian/Ubuntu, CentOS 7+

rucio/notifier



What's new with Rucio
Notifier ?

Multi-Account
Setup
Add multiple Rucio accounts
whose rules you want to
monitor

Rule Monitoring
Get the status of your ongoing
transfers at RSEs, and check if
they are in OK, REPLICATING, or
STUCK



Rucio FUSE-

POSIX

Namespace
Browsing
Navigating around Rucio namespaces
is now as easy as browsing local files.

Download Files
Drag-and-drop to download files on
your system.

rucio/fuse-posix

Supports: Debian/Ubuntu*, CentOS 7+



Rucio
Desktop

A brand new graphical user
experience for Rucio. 

rucio/desktop



Explore

Extension to Rucio's FUSE-
POSIX interface, Rucio Desktop
allows to browse the
namespace as well as view file
metadata.

Storage

Manage all the RSEs, change
settings, update protocols with
an enhanced user experience.
Rollback settings to previous
versions whenever required!

Server Configs

Add, remove, delete, or update
server/deployment
configurations with ease.
Manage multiple deployments
from a single panel.

User & Admin Panels

Separate User and Admin views, immitating
the Rucio and Rucio-Admin CLI behaviour.
Connect and manage accounts from multiple
Rucio instances.



3 Lessons from my GSoC 2020
Experience

1. How not to burn-out during
development.
Sleep is steroids for developers, and a breezy walk is detox.

2. Build with detail
Focus on the details, build for the future.

3. Preparing software for production!
Taking the application from dev mode to a production build calls
for responsible coding



Where to find my
work?

Rucio Desktop (rucio/desktop)

Rucio Notifier (rucio/notifier)

Blog post - Getting into GSoC '20 with CERN-HSF

Blog post - How I changed scientific data management
during GSoC '20

https://github.com/rucio/desktop
https://github.com/rucio/notifier
https://medium.com/@viveknigam3003/getting-into-gsoc-20-with-cern-hsf-by-vivek-nigam-d7ec866c0533
https://medium.com/@viveknigam3003/how-i-improved-scientific-data-management-during-gsoc-20-ffdf995266e6


Thank You!

Any questions are welcome!


